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readable, and optimistic in tone, so much so that they were small but colourful incidents. They were interesting, Admiralty or exaggerate the achievements of the writer, official messages, couched in terms designed to please the Erin, Erebus, and Terror. After Sir John Franklin's expedition in search of a Northwest Passage parted from the last whaling ships in Baffin Bay and entered the complex archipelago from which it would never escape, newspapers in Britain reported the last news. Where was there no further news from the expedition. The extensive search for Franklin, which went on for a dozen years and ended with the discovery on King William Island of pathetic remains of the men, their equipment, and two terse notes, is a central theme in Arctic history — too well known to be summarized here. But because it did not reveal any detailed written records such as ship's log books, official dispatches, personal letters, or private journals, what actually happened after July 1845 is still almost entirely unknown. That gap cannot be bridged by any amount of archival research or Arctic fieldwork, unless, of course, the written records of the expedition come to light.

Yet, in a sense, the gap has been bridged by John Wilson in this compelling book of fictionalized history. He imagines that Fitzjames continued to write letters as the ships entered Lancaster Sound, encountered a barrier of ice in Barrow Strait, circumnavigated Cornwallis Island, wintry in the lee of Beechey Island, and pushed on to the scene of the disaster. His letters provide a detailed account of the expedition during a period of four years — the only surviving narrative of events. (Wilson's Fitzjames had the good sense to wrap the precious documents in sailcloth and cache them in a safe place, where they have subsequently been discovered.)

What Wilson has done is to assume the persona of Fitzjames and provide for us, through careful research and creative imagination, the letters he might well have written when the expedition was completely isolated. He has mimicked Fitzjames' literary style and continued the sorts of observations contained in the real letters (shipboard life, impressions of his fellow officers, and so on), while adding supposed events and imagined interpersonal relationships. The result is very convincing.

To be successful, a historical novel must project a realistic sense of period and place. While an author is free to exercise his imagination and creative talents in characterization and plot, he has to do so within the historical context. People, their clothing, diet, manners, and speech, must appear to belong to the era and the locality in which the novel is set. Landscapes, buildings, vehicles and other items of material culture must seem appropriate. The historical novelist is re-creating a geography of the past. In this, Wilson succeeds brilliantly.

The letters paint vivid pictures of Arctic lands and seas, snow and ice, animals and plants. They describe the environment of the ship itself and what goes on within it. The gunroom conversations of the officers reveal their opinions on contemporary notions of Arctic geography — the possibility of an open polar sea, the distribution of land between Barrow Strait and Bering Strait, the best route of escape if they are inextricably beset.

Whereas we tend to perceive the tools and methods of the Franklin era as crude, antiquated, and ineffective, Fitzjames' letters give us the vastly different view held by Franklin and his men at the time. They were proud to belong to the best-equipped expedition ever to leave the cold.


After Sir John Franklin's expedition in search of a Northwest Passage parted from the last whaling ships in Baffin Bay and entered the complex archipelago from which it would never escape, newspapers in Britain reported the last news. Back from Disco about the progress of HMS Erebus and Terror. Among the published documents were several letters from Commander James Fitzjames, captain of HMS Erebus, dated 7 June to 11 July. They were not official messages, couched in terms designed to please the Admiralty or exaggerate the achievements of the writer, but personal letters of a frank and informal nature, describing small but colourful incidents. They were interesting, readable, and optimistic in tone, so much so that they were later printed in the Leader, reprinted in Nautical Magazine, and issued as a pamphlet. The adventure was beginning; soon the ships would be on their own, threading their way through uncharted Arctic channels towards Bering Strait and the Pacific, capping centuries of effort.
shores of Britain. They boasted about their steam engines, screw propellers, water desalinization devices, and foods preserved in airtight cans. They saw themselves as vanguards of a highly sophisticated society in which towns were already linked by rail networks, and were being connected by a system of telegraph communication. There was even talk of laying a submarine cable across the Atlantic! Fitzjames and Lieutenant James Fairholme mused about the fascinating possibility that it might one day be possible to send a message rapidly all around the world by wire. Would there ever come a time, they wondered, when a ship in Arctic seas could somehow communicate with civilized places?

To summarize the book would give away too much and deprive readers of the pleasure of making their own discoveries. It is enough to say that Fitzjames describes the disintegration of the expedition before he writes his last words (and reveals a long-kept secret) on 26 August 1849.

The book’s dust cover features a watercolour by Samuel Gurney Cresswell, one of the many naval officers who went looking for Franklin a few years later. Illustrations in the text are from an obscure book on exploration published 30 years later, showing the Arctic as publishers like to show it — dark, threatening, and dangerous, with quaint native inhabitants and fierce animals. I think it would have been more effective to carry the Fitzjames fiction a step further and illustrate his letters with the sketches he might have made of subjects relating specifically to the expedition — the ships, the officers, their clothing and equipment. This could be based on contemporary pictures in newspapers and periodicals (for example Illustrated London News published a sketch of the very cabin occupied by Fitzjames). A map inside the covers is entitled ‘Fitzjames Arctic 1845–1849,’ but this is a little misleading. Based on modern maps, it shows the delineation of coasts as we know it now (and of course as it really was at the time), but it does not portray the Arctic as Fitzjames and his colleagues knew it. Their Arctic was a region of mystery in which the true distribution of land and sea was still unknown, and it is disappointing that Fitzjames did not paste into one of his letters a map of the period to show what Europeans knew about the Canadian Arctic and what they did not. Considering that the expedition was observing and charting some coastlines for the first time (the northern part of Cornwallis Island, for instance), he might have been tempted to draw sketch maps in his letters to show these regions, and I feel sure he would have drawn a sketch map of Beechey Island to show the storehouses and other buildings they built, the place where they buried their dead, and the position of the wintering ships in the bay.

John Wilson, a resident of British Columbia, has previously written highly praised books of historical fiction for children. This book, aimed at an adult audience, maintains his high standards, and will be a fascinating read for anyone interested in Arctic history. (W. Gillies Ross, Department of Geography, Bishop’s University, Lennoxville, Quebec J1M 1Z7, Canada.)